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F][NAL REPORT 
"Robust Functionality and Active Data Management 
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Stressors" 

Majeed M. Hayat1, Patrick G . Bridges1 , Yasamin Mosto.fi1, and Patricia Growley2 

In this project. we have begun the development of a rigorous probabilistic framework that bas 
enabled uew understanding and cont.rol of distributed networks' vulnerabilities to WMD-induced 
failures through a quantitative asscs~;ment of basic network-functionality metrics. We have devel
oped a general stochastic queuing model and performed bask analysis Lo characterize the statistics 
of Lhe task completion time treated as a random variable. Using the developed framework, we 
have established a theoretical/computational optimization tool that maximizes a network's robust
ness to node/link failures by constantly redistributing the network's computational loads. The 
framework also includes a rigorous treat.ment for describing the time evolution of the functionality 
of any network subject to multiple J:andom-in-space-and-time disruption and restoration events. 
Next, we have developed a theory to describe and solve the problem of a network attempting 
to reach consensus on the occurrenC() of a WMD attack based upon network data. To this end, 
we have developed the mathematical foundations of networked binary consensus over noisy links. 
Finally, we have considered real-time adaptation of computation and storage in distributed 1 unreli
able (including sensor) networks in the face of significant. potentially correlated failures induced by 
WMD stressors: we have established methods for low-overhead monitoring systems that can drive 
decentralized adaptation. 

In what follows we described the details of the basic research accomplished in this project as 
summarized above. We divide the description into four categories: (i) Probabilistic Network Model
ing and Resilient Task Reallocation, (ii) Probabilistic Network Modeling of Network FUnctionality, 
iii) Network Health Assessment; and ( iv) Active Data Management. Participants in these activities, 
including students, are listed in the r'espcctive sections below. 

1. Probabilistic Network Modeling and R esm ent Task Reallocation 

Executive Summary 

A rigorous probabilistic framework to analytically characterize the execution time of workloads 
in distributed computing systems (DCSs), subject to stochastic topological changes due to WMD 
attacks was developed as a result of th:is effort. The developed characterization considered a group of 
heterogeneous and geographically dis]persed computing nodes, uncertainties in the communication 
network due to random non-negligiblE! delays and stochastic, long-tenn node failures due to WMD 
attacks. The metric employed to asse:;;s the performance of the DCS is the service reliability, which 
was defined as the probability of executing a workload before all the computing nodes fail. Resilient 
task reallocation policies were obtaiMd by solving a constrained optimization problem whose cost 
function employs the rigorous model developed for the service reliability of workloa.ds. An algorithm 
that scales linearly with the number of nodes was also derived to reduce the computing complexity 
of the optimization problem. The mathematical model was validated using Monte-Carlo (MC) 
simulations and experimental daLa collected from a testbed DCS. 

1The Universjty Of New Mexico, Albuqw3l"que, l\'M 
2 Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA 
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Publications 

• J. E. Pezoa., S. Dhaka! and M. M. Ilayat, "Decentralized Load Balancing for Improving Reli
ability in Heterogeneous Distributed Systems.'' ln Proc. of The lnle-ma.tional Workshop on 
Design, Optimization and Management of Hete-rogeneo'tl.S Networked Systems (DOM-HetNetS 
'09), Vienna, Av.stria, Septemb,er 22-25, 2009. 

• J. E. Pezoa, S. DhakaJ and M. M. Hayat, ''Maximizing service reliability in distributed com
puting systems with random failures: Theory and implementation," IEEE Trans. Parollel 
and Distributed Systems, accepted subject. to minor revisions, 2009. 

• M. M. HayaL. J. E. Pezoa, D. Dietz, and S. Dhaka.!, "Dynamic load balancing for robust 
distributed computing in Lbe presence of topological impairments," Wiley Handbook of Science 
and Technology for Homeland Security, 2009. 

Technical Summary 

Introduction: DCSs offer a flexible, reliable, and powerful cooperative cmnputing platform. When 
DCSs operate in harsh or threat-prone environments, factors such as limited or intermittent com
munication resources or long-term physical damage oJ the computing nodes, can result in random 
topological changes in Lhe DCS, which, in t urn, can severely degrade the performance and reliabil
ity of DCSs. From this, it is mandate>ry to develop control strategies for increasing the robustness 
of networks when a threat is present. In this report it is described how intelligent task realloca
tion strategies, and their mathemat.kal stochastic models, can be exploited to increase the DCS's 
robustness to random topological changes, and simultaneously, how to use the available comput
ing resources of the system efficientlly, in the presence of communication uncertainty and node 
dysfunction inflicted by WMD attacks developed locally aL UNM. 

Mathematical model: In order to describe the reliability of a DCS in the presence of WMD 
attacks, we constructed a recursive model for the execution time of a workload served by a DCS 
[2, 7,8]. The model constructed predicted accurately both the execution time of a workload aud the 
reliability in executing a workload. The main assumption made in tho development of the model 
is that all the random times governing the dynamics of the system are exponentially distributed. 
This assumption was key in order to obtain a tractable and computationally simple mathematical 
model for the reliability [2, 7, 8]. 

It was shown that, under the assumption of exponentially distributed random times, the con
figuration of a DCS can be described using the following quautities: (i) the number of tasks queued 
at each node; (ii) the functional or dysfunctional state of each node in the system; and (iii) the 
amount of tasks in irausit over the communication network (2, 7, 8]. In order to mathemaiically 
describe at any time the state of an n··node DCS, we introduced in our analysis three state vectors: 
the system~queuc, the system-functio1n and the network state vector. The system-queue siate vec
tor, M (t) , describes the number of tasks queued at each node in the sysLem. The system-function 
vector, F ( t ), is a binary vector specifying the working or failed state of the nodes, while the network 
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state vector, C (l), describes the number of tasks being transferred to the nodes. In addition to 
the state vector, we introduced in our characterization for the execution time two parameters that 
define a task reallocation policy. The fust parameter introduced was the reallocation instant, a 
non-negative real number, tiJ , that specifies the instant when the task reallocation should be exe
cuted. The second parameter introduced was the reallocation strength, an n -by-n matrix K that 
specifies the number of tasks to reallocate between all pairs of nodes. These two parameters an..c;wer 
the following fundamental questions :in distributed computing: (i) When nodes ha.ve to execute the 
task reallocation policy? (ii) Ho·w many tasks have to be reallocated among the nodes? and (iii) 
Which nodes are appropriate to r·eceive extra work from the other nodes? In this effort , these pa
rameters were determined after solving a constrained optimization problem that aims to maximize 
the service reliability of the DCS. 

Next, the execution time of a workload, denoted by TK(tb; M o, F o, Co), was defined as the 
random tirne taken by t he DCS to se1rve its ent ire workload if the task reallocation policy executed 
is as specified by tb and K , and the initial system configuration at t = 0 is as specified by M o = M(O), 
Fo = F (O) and Co= C(O). With this, the service reliability can be defined as the probability that all 
the tasks are served before all nodes fail , that is RK(LIJ; Mo. F o, Co)~ P{TK(tb; Mo, Fo, Co) < oo}. 
By exploiting the principle of stochastic regeneration, we showed that the service reliability of an 
n-node DCS satisfies the difference-differential equation (1) and the difference equation (2): 

d n .. n ·n . .. 
dRK(tb; Mo, Fo,Co) = 'L: \i.RK(tb; M o - A n, Fo, C o) + 'L: L .-\~RK(tb; Mo+A1t, Fo,Co) 

tb i=l i=lj=l,#i 
n n n 9i 

+ L L >.&RK(tb; M~i . ~i, Co) + L L: >.j,iRK (tbi Mo +Iii ljiA ii, Fo, c ;;i) 
i= lj=l,j~i i=l j=l 
n 

+ L AJiRK(tb; M~i, Ft)i, c 6"<) ,->.RK(tb; Qo, Fo, Co) (1) 
i=l 

n n n ,p 
"' Ad; - "' "' "'i · ., R K (O; Qo, F o, Co) = ~ 'TRK(O; Qo - A it., F o, Co)+ L; L; / RK(O; Qo,~, Co) 
i=l i =1 j=l,j~i 

n 9i - n 
"'~ AJ,i R (o Q f· l ~~ F Cz'') "' Aft R (O q ii F~i CY') + L; L; T K j 0 + ii ji ~o> .llo ji, o, 0 + L; T K ; 0 1 0, 0 . 
·l=l j=l i=l 

(2) 

The model for the service reliability given in Equations (1) and (2) was employed Lo search 
for the optimal task reallocation instant, t'b, and the optimaL task reallocation strength, K "' 1 tha,t 
maximizes the service reliability. This was performed by solving the constrajned optirniza.tion 
problem 

(tb ,K"') = argma.."< RK(tb; Qo, F o, Co) 
(tb.K) 

subject to tb ~ 0 and K ij E [0, 1] . 

(3) 

Algorithm: Solving the optimization problem (3) is computationally expensive for DCSs with 
large number of nodes, as the amount of computations grows exponentially in the number of nodes. 
For example, it was shown that the complexity in solving Equation (1) is bounded by 0(2n2

). To 
avoid such complication, an algorithm for devising task reallocation policies was developed, see 
Appendix A. The key idea was to decompose ann-node system into several two-node DCSs and 
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Figure L (a) Theoretical service reliability as a function of the task reallocation strengb K for a fixed reallocation 
instant. (h) Theoretical, simulated and expe:rimcntal service reliability as a function of the task reallocation strengh of 
the node 1, when task reallocation is t>.xecuted at tb =0. In t he upper plot K21 =0.25 while in the lower plot. 1<21 =0.9. 
(c) Service reliability as a funct.iou of the re.allocation instant for three representative reallocation ::.tronghts. 

exploit the exact characterization for reliability of two-node s~tems provided by Equations ( 1) and 
(2). The algorithm developed was proven to scale lineaxly with the number of nodes in the DCS [8] . 

Key r·esults: Evaluations for a two-node DCS were conducted in order to assess the performance 
of the reallocation policies devised by !;olving (3). Figure 1 (a) shows the theoretical service reliability 
as a function of the reallocation strengths K12 and K21 . Figure 1(b) shows the theoretical, MC 
simulated and experimental service re:liability as a function K12, for a fixed value of K21, where the 
last two parameters are the components of K and govern the intensity of load transfer between the 
two nodes. ~otably, the t.heoretical and experimental results showed an excellent agreement. From 
the theoretical curves, it was observed that the service reliability seem~:> to be a concave function 
of the number of tasks to be reallocated among the nodes, that is, a concave (reallocation Rtrength 
parameter) . Figure l{c) shows the SElrvice reliability as a fimction of the reallocation instant , for 
three representative selections of tbe reallocation strength. It was observed again a remarkable 
agreement among theoretical prediction, Monte.Carlo (MC) simulation. and experimental results. 
From the figure , it was clearly observed that a proper choice of K resulted in an increase of the 
service reliability. It was noted also that an incorrect selection for the reallocation strength can be 
compensated by delaying the realloca.tion aciion. 

The accuracy of the model in prec]jcting the reliability was also assessed. Predictions generated 
by the model for reliability were compared with MC simulations where the distributions of the 
random times are non-exponential. Via MC simulaLions the service reliability of a non-Markovian 
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DCS was estimated with a 95% confidence. The estimated reliability is plotted in Figure l (a). It 
was noted from the figure that Lhe exponential model for reliability is very accurate and yields 
a relative approximation error below 4%. Further simulations showed that, as the ratio between 
the average Lransfor time and the average service time of the nodes increases, the exponent ial 
approximation looses its accuracy in predicting the reliability. Specifically, approximation errors of 
120% were found when the ratio between the times is five. 

Table 1. Service reliability achieved by three reallocation policies . which have different reallocation criteria. 
For comparison purposes, the optimal values obtained for at case are listed. 

Initial load Service reliability 
(m1 , ... ,ms) Max-Service Proc-Spood Complete Optimum 
(150,0,0,0,0) 0.509 0.511 0.573 0.631 
(0, 150,0,0,0) 0.611 0.610 0.617 0.617 
(0,0,150,0,0) 0.601 0.591 0.601 0.601 
(0,0,0,150,0) 0.583 0.533 0.612 0.615 
(0,0,0,0,150) 0.543 0.566 0.613 0.619 

(30,30,30,30.30) 0.634 0.603 0.636 0.657 
(59,2,4,34,51) 0.556 0.608 0.638 0.668 

(18,55,29,27,21) 0.642 0.623 0.640 0.649 
(26,30,28,38,28) 0.642 0.639 0.642 0.642 
( 10,15,40,35,20) 0.624 0.610 0.643 0.656 

The effect of the selection of a reallocation criteria on the service reliability was studied in DCSs 
with multiple nodes. Three reallocation policies, each one of them having a different reallocation 
criterion, were studied. The Maximal-Service strategy reallocated taken when workload of the DCS 
is imbalanced with respect to the relative reliability of the nodes. The Processing-Speed strategy 
triggered a reallocation action when workload is imbalanced with respect to the relative processing 
rate of the node~ . Finally, the Complete reallocation strategy triggered a reallocation action when 
wor kload is imbalanced with respect. to the combined processing and failure rates. The results 
of the evaluations conducted are listtod in Table 1. The results listed in Table l showed that , in 
most of t he cases, the three policies achieve approximately the same performance, which shows the 
strength of the developed approach iLL modeling and optimizing reliability. The performance of the 
optimal task reallocation strategies w;as evaluated and it wa.s noticed thai the service reliability was 
improved up to 65% as compared to the reliability provided by a DCS, and up to 22% as compared 
to policies that considered nodes' roliability but disregarded the communication costs over the 
network. Moreover, the algorithm developed ill this work to devise task reallocation strategies 
achieved values for service reliability within 70% of the optimal service reliability, and in cases 
achieved the optimal value. 

As a result of this work, fundamental tradeofis and interplays between the different parameters 
governing the dynamics of DCSs were identified. First, due to limitations in the communication 
iufra.structure, there is a tradeoff betw,cen delaying a reallocation action (in order to have an accurate 
account of the working or failed state of nodes) and immediately execute the reallocation strategy 
(to avoid wasting valuable computing: time). The mathematical characterization for the reliability 
developed during this effort enabled us to optimally select when the reallocation action should be 
taken. Second, it was discovered that there is an interplay between the task transfer time and Lhe 
idle time of the nodes; it was found that the service reliability can be improved if the idle times of 
the nodes arc reduced as much as possible. Third, it was also found that ctrective task reallocation 
policies must consider the reliability ·Of the nodes as a parameter . Fourth, it was found also that · 
it is mandatory to consider the task-transfer delay when designing task reallocation strategies. 
When task-transfer delays are relatively larger than the execution time o( tasks at the nodes, task 
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reallocation pbUcies cannot be eiiective due to the excessive transfer-time taken by the tasks in the 
network. Finally, it was found that the model for the service reliability yields accurate predictions 
in operational conditions where the average task transfer times a.re less or approximately equal to 
~he average service time of ta.5ks. 

2. Probabilistic Network Modeling: The Network Functionality 

Executive Summary 

We have completed the initial phas1~ of construction of a mathematically rigorous formalism to 
describe the time evolution of the performance of any network subject Lo multiple random-in-space
and-time disruption and restoration events. Our maio tool for quantifying network performance 
is the notion of functionality: which is roughly the rat.io of (software) task execution time when 
the network is in an unimpaired sta(;e [numerator] to task executiou time (for the identical t.ask) 
when the network is impaired to some variable degree [denominator]. Tlw initial phase quantifies 
the time evolution of the functionaU1ties of individual network components (nodes and links); the 
results of the init.ial phase will then be used in a second phase in which the individual component 
behaviors are coalesced to describe t he time evolution of the functionality of the network in its 
entirety. This model is applicable tc• network attack in general, and to WMD network attack in 
particular. 

Publication 

• D. Dietz and M. M. Hayat, "A Model for the Time Evolution of :Kctworks Subject to Random 
Multiple Disruption and Restoration Events," in preparation. 

Technical Summary 

lnlrod'uction: We have completed the initial phase of construction of a mathematically rigorous 
formalism to describe the time evolution of t he functionality of a network whose components arc 
subject to multiple random-in-space··and-time impairment-causing and subsequent functiona-lity
restoring events. Many situat.ions may be envisaged for which such a model is applicable. One 
such situation of particular recent high interest is the potential attempt by terrorists to impair 
or destroy networks, via a WMD attack or otherwise, which form an integral part of civilian or 
military infrastructure. The objective of a terrorist attack on such a network is to cause it to 
function not at a.ll or only partially for some period of time, ideally "forever" from the attackers' 
point of view. Nevertheless, it is to be expected that as time progresses subsequent to an attack, 
an affected network will be restored in stages to operability via restoration of the functionality of 
some, not necessarily all, of its impaired nodes and links ("components"). It is possible, however, 
that as restoration proceeds. additional attacks upon the network take place which serve to impair 
previously unaffected components 8.5 well as to re-impair some previously-impaired-but-restored 
components. Any network component, then, is subject in general to a finite time sequence of 
impairment and restoration events as the consequence of a finite time sequence of attacks; and 
the time evolution of the functiouality of the network as a whole, being describable in terms of 
t.he collection of time evolutions of all of its individual components, is then also subject to such a 
sequence. 

In order, therefore, to describe the time evolution of the functionality of a network subject to 
the conditions described above, we bawe constructed the initial portion- addressing ouly individual 
component behavior- of a model of network behavior which provides quantitative predictions of 
network (partia l) functionality as each of the network components progresses in time through its 
own sequence of impairment and subsequent restoration events. Since t.he timing of the occurrences 
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of the impairment events and the amount of time required to subsequently restore tbe components 
are both stochastic, this model is also a stochastic one. This model consists of five basic concepts, 
namely (1) stales, (2) functionality, (3) state and funclionaHty time histories, (4) software task 
completion time, and (5) probability spaces for state and functionality lime histories. We now 
di..c;cuss each of these briefly in Lurn in the context of a network consisting of C components (nodes 
and links) labeled by p. = 1, ... , C. 

Technical Details 
States. A component labeled Jl· may, at any given instant , be in one of several possible attain

able component states labeled by cro, cr1 , .. . , CTQ,. , where Q ~" is a positive integer, and we write 
E(14) = { cr~~-'), ... , cr~~} for the abstract set of all such states. The state cr!j) always represents 

the totally nonoperational condition of the component (i.e., being "dead") while the state cr~; 
always represents its totally operational condition (i.e., being capable of executing any appropriate 
assigned task at full performance ca,pacity if so called upon); tbe states cr1, . .. , cro,.-1 allow for 
component intermediate levels of (part.ial) operationality between the two extremes and are labeled 
in no particular order. The net-work may then, al. any given instant, be in one of several possi
ble network states belonging to the set :EICJ = xg=l E(~-<) = { CTo, <7I , ... , C7 QfCJ} of all attainable 
network states, where QICJ + l = (ql + 1)(Q2 + 1) ... (Qc + l) ; also, CTo = (e7~1 ), <7b2), ... , C7f)) 
(the totally nonfunctional network state) and C7 QfCf = (e7g;, qg;, ... , <7~) (the totally functional 
network state). Functionality. The functionality, :F, of a component or a network, given a 
software task to be executed upon it, is defined notionally as the ratio 

:F = Network task completion time under unimpaired conditions. 
Network task completion time under impaired conditions 

{4) 

Functionality is task dependent a,nd in general 0 ~ :F ~ 1; for example, :F = 1/2 corresponds 
to a task execuLion slowdown by a fa•ctor of two. Further, for a component task, labeled say by Y , 
we assign a numerical task dependent component slate functionality ¢] (Y) to each of the states 
CTj of L;[CJ yja the component state functionality mapping FffCl : E[CJ -t (0, l j according to 
:F{?1

CJ(crj) = <Pi(T ),j = 0, ... ,QICI, where Ff1c1(cro) = 0 = <Po and :Fji1Cl(crQICJ) = 1 = ci>QICJ · We 
denote the set of numerical componeJat state functionalities by <l>¥1CJ c [0, 1]. The set { ¢J (T)} ~~~~ 
of state fuuctionality values must be supplied externally to the model. 

Similarly, for a network task labeled by T , we will assign a numerical task dependent network 
state functionality ¢J(T ) to each of the states CTj of I;[CJ via the network s tate functionality 
mapping :F~[CJ : :EICJ --+ [0, 1] according to Fi1c 1 (e7J) = ¢i(T ).j = 0 .... , QICJ, where :Fi1c1 

(<7o) = 0 = c/Jo and F~ICJ (e7QJCJ) == 1 = cPQICl· We will denote the set of numerical network 
state functionalitics by q;iiCJ c IO, 1]. The set { ¢i (Y )} ~~~ of state functionality values must be 
supplied externally to the model (a.ud implicitly incorporate the network topology). These values 
may be computed in general by using; a network performance code (e.g. OPNET). 

Time Histories. ln general, component J.L proceeds in time through a sequence of states from 
L;(~-t) as determined by the sequence of impairment and restoration events that it experiences. We 
represent this time evolution of the component instantaneous state hy a function h(JI.) : {0, oo) -t 
E(P), termed a. component instantaneous state time history, and defuted by ft(iJ.)(t) = crJ!J.) if the 
component. is in state ujtJ.) at time instant t , j E {0, ... , QM}. The function J (h,r) :: :F.f1Cl o h : 
IO, oo)-+ 4>¥1c1

, termed a component instantane0\1.5 functionality time history, represents the time 
evolu tion of component instantaneous functionality when the component's state time history is h 
and the component task is Y. 

7 
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Similarly, a network proceeds in time through a sequence of states of I;(~) as determined by 
the sequences of impa.irment and restoration events that its components experience. This time 
evolution of the network instantaneous state will be represented by a function h : [0, oo) ~ :E(~L) , 
termed a network instq.ntaneous ,state time history, defined by h(t) = (h (0)(t) , ... , h (C)(t)}; 
indeed, h(t) = CTj if the network is in state CTj at timet, j E {0, ... , Q[CJ}. The function j (h ,T ) = 
:r¥1c1 

o h : [0, oo) -t <.t>~ICI, termed a network instantaneous funct·ionality time history, 
will represent the time evolution of network instantaneous functionality when t.he network's state 
t.ime history is h and the network task is T . 

Task Completion Time. We define the component history task completion time for a com
ponent software task, Y , running on a. single computational network node (links do not participate 
here) , which node is running only that task, and which node, in addit.ion, has associated histories h 
and J (h,Y). Let AJ" 0 denote the length of the time interval (duration) required for t he entire task, 
T , to run from start to completion O·n the node if the node is for.ever unimpaired-always in state 
aQICl thus having state history h = crQtcJ (i.e., h(M)(t) = ag'~ for all t ~ 0) a,nd state functionality 
history j(h.,Y) = 1. AJ 0 is assumed to be time !.ranslation invariantr-independent of task starting 
instant, denoted to-on the forever-u:nimpaired node. In our model, any network task, T, being 
executed on the node is completely characterized by its AJ {plus its ..r-¥1c 1

) on the node. The 
component history task completion time (duration) for the node having time histories hand 
j (h..T) is then defined by 

C (f( h(~>l ,T))-inf{ O l -reff (.) AT} [~J ; to) = T ~ .t (f!.(SJ.)T) to, T = U.() (5) 

where 
eff lto+r ( ) 1(h<~>l ,T)(to;-r) := f(hP. ,Y)(t)dt. 

to 
(6) 

The mean functionali ty, taken over the entire task execution time interval, of node instan
taneous functionality history j (h,Y)) is 

r o+C FI~J'; toJ(f (h<~'>.-r)) = l l/C(Ll;j' ;tol (f(h.<~>>,T))] i to j(h(~>),'f)(t)dt = AJ /CI~J; to) (J<h<" >,Y)) , (7) 

where we take F[~;f;toJ (.f(h<J•l ,T)) = 0 whenever CI~J;toJ (J(h<">,Y)) = oo. This yields precisely tba 
sa.me value as that of functionality F defined by the ratio in words given earlier. 

Similarly, we will define the networ·k histor·y task completion time for a uetwork software task, 
T , running entirely on the network, which network is running only that task (or collection of tasks) 
and which network, in addition, has associated histories h and j (h,T ) . Also, we will let ~.J" > 0 
denote the length of the time interval (duration) required for the entire task, T , to run from start to 
completion on the network if the network is forever unimpaired-always in state cr QlCJ - thus having 
state history h = cr QICI and state fumctionality history f (h;Y:) = 1. A'J' is assumed to be Lime 
translation invariant- independent of task starting instant, denoted to -on the forever-unimpaired 
network. In our network model, an;y network task, T , being executed on the network will be 
completely characterized by its A'J' (plus its :Fi 1c1

). Tbe network history task completion 
time (duration) for the network ha;ving time histories h and f (h,'Y ) and task starting insta.nt 
to ~ 0 will be defined by 

c [AJ'; toJ Cf(h,'T)) = inf{-r ~ OIT(~~x)(to;'T) = A;f} 

where 

l
to+r 

7(,:-r)(to; -r) = ! (h,r )(t)dt. 
to 

8 
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The m ean functionality, taken over the entire task execution time interval, of network instan
taneous functionalit.y history j (h,"'t: )) will be 

{
to+C 

:F,/\. Y . ·~d f (h,T }) = fl / C, " -r .• J( f (h,T))l f (h.T )(t)dt = ~0"'( IC •• T .. ,( f (h ,T )) t- o' "\JJ ~ I.': , "' , . ...... 0 ,c..Q , .,. II } ., \I I t U Q' t(}J'"' /J 
to 

where we take :FIA:f;to](f(h,T)) = 0 whenever CfA:f;tol(f(h,"'t:)) = oo. This yields precisely the same 
value as that of functionality F defillled by the ratio iu words given earlier. 

Probability Spaces. As was pointed out in the Introduction, both the timing of the occurrences of 
impairment events in a network, via impairment of its components, and the amount of time required 
to (partially) restore the network, via restoration of impaired components, arc stochastic. In other 
words, each possible (state or functionality) history that a given component, hence network, may 
experience as a result of a sequence of impairments and subsequent restorations must be treated as a. 
member of an appropriate probabilitr space. Three families of such probability spaces are required 
in our formalism: one family, { (re.:.<'• , A~<!-'>, p~<">) }~=1 , of probability spaces for component. state 
histories associated with the collection of all the components which the network comprises; a 
second, (1-f.r. , A~ , 'Pr. ), for network sLate histories; a.nd a third family, {(1-£«1>-r , A «<>-r , -p«~>-r )}-r , 
for network functionality histories indexed by task label T . The third family is in fact induced by 
the second which is in turn induced by the fust. We have constructed the first family under t he 
current. effort; the second and third families will be constructed under a follow-on effort. We point 
out that the probability mea.c;ures -pL.<~"l are perfectly arbitrary and are to be infcned from the 
conditions imposed by any given network attack/restoration scenario. Also, in this setting, C(.o.J";to) 
and F rll.J";tol are both random variables. We may then compute distributions and expectations (as 
well as higher moments) of these random variables with respect to probability assignment p<I>y 

to ql,tantify partially-irnpa.ired/partially-restored component effectiveness vis-a~vis any component 
task. Furthermore, in this setting, C 1 .~ ;r ;to) and :F!A:f ;to] are both to be random variables in (1-£'1/-r , 
Acl>-r , -p'~> -r) ; we will then be able t•o compute distributions of these with respect to probability 
assignment -pif>-r to quantify partially-impaired/partially-restored network effectiveness. 

3. Network Health Assessment 

Executive Summary 

In this part, we consider a network that is trying to reach consensus on t,he occurrence of a WMD 
attack, by communicating over Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels. We develop the 
mathematical foundations of networked binary consensus over noisy links. We first consider the case 
where the nodes do not. have any knowledge of link qualities. We show that the asymptotic behavior 
in the presence of any amount of non~<~ero communication noise becomes unfavorable as the network 
loses the memory of the initial state. However , we show that the network can still reach and stay 
in accurittc consensus for a long period of time. In order to characterize this, we derive a tight 
approximation for the second largest c:igenvalue of the network and show how it is related to the size 
o( lhe network and communication noise variance. We then consider the case where knowledge of 
the corresponding link qualities is available at every receiving node. We extend our framework and 
propose novel soft information processing approaches to improve the performance in the presence of 
noisy links. We show that, by learning the voting patterns, we can solve the undesirable asyrnptoUc 
behavior of binary consensus. We furthermore characterize the impact of network connectivity on 
consensus performance. Finally, we show the underlying tradeoffs between robustness Lo link error 
and optimization of information flow that arise in networked binary consensus over noisy links. 

Our achievements are motivated by and directly related to a network that is under a WMD 
attack. In case of such an attack. Lhe !knowledge available for proper, timely and accurate detection 
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of it is limited, sparse and prone to errors. Then dis~ributed assessment of network health in the 
presence of uncertainties becomes considerably important, which is the main motivation for our 
developed framework. While there exists several work on estimation consensus problems, detection 
consensus, as relevant to WMD attacks, has not received much attention in the literature. Our 
proposed framework has therefore pushed the boundaries of what was known in the literature. 
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Technical Summary 

Early and accurate detection of the presence of WMD stressors is crucial to robust recovery of the 
network. The knowledge available for such detection, however, is limited and sparse. Each node 
will make a detection decision basedl on the information that is available to it. The knowledge 
available at each node, however, is limited and could be corrupted i£ part of the network is al
ready compromised by the attack. Futrthermore, link qualities can be far from ideal due to natural 
phenomena such a.c:; noise or as a r01:mlt of a "WM.D attack. Therefore, the network should rely 
on collective information processing to make a more accurate decision on the detection of WMD 
stressors. Consensus problems arise when a group of distributed nodes need to reach an agreement 
on the value of a parameter of interest and can be categorized into two main groups: Estimation 
Consem:ms and Detection Consensus. Estimation consensus refers to the problems where the pa
rameter of interest can take values over an infinite seL or an unknown finite set. In general, such 
problems have received considerable attention in the literature [9, 10] (except for considering the 
impact of uncertainties on such problems, which have received lesser attent.ion). By detection con
sensus, on the other hand, we refer to the problems in which the pa.rameter of interest takes values 
from a. finite known set. T hen the update protocol that each agent will utilize becomes uon-linear. 
We referred to a. subset of detection consensus problems where the network i.c; trying to reach an 
agreement over a parameter that can only have two values as binary consensus [5]. For instance, 
networked detection of a WMD attack falls into this category. While there exists a rich literature 
on estimation consensus, detection consensus problems only recently started to receive attention, 
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with our work being one of the early ones in this area. In this part, we discuss our main results 
along this lino. 

Consider M agents that want to reach consensus on the occurrence of a WMD attack. Each 
agent. makes a decision on the occurrence of the event. based on its one-lime local sensor measure
ment. Let bi(O) E. {0.1} represent th.:~ initial decision of the itb agent, at time step k = 0, based on 
its local measurement. bi = 1 indica.tes that the itb agent votes that the event occuned whereas 
bi = 0 denotes otherwise. Each agent sends its voLe to its neighbors, using only one bit of infor
mat.ion, and revises its vote based on the received information. Each transmission gets corrupted 
by the receiver noise, which is best modeled by Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWG~ channel). 
Let Wj,i(k) represent the noise at Lhe k~h time step in t.be transmission of the information from the 
lh node to the ith one. Wj,i(k) is a ~ero-mean Gaussian random variable with the variance of a2 . 

In this research effort, we consider a connected undirected t ime-invariant graph. Consider the 
case where the j th agent can commur:ticate (albeit noisy) to t he ith one. Let random variable bj,i(k) 
represent the reception of the ith agent from the transmission of the ph one at the kth time step 
for k E No. We will have 

bj,i(k) = bj(k) + Wj,i(k), for j E 'll i, (8) 

where il.J i represents the set of those agents that can communicate to the itb one (including itself) 
and Wi,i = 0. We have 

Wi = {zi(1) ,zi(2), ... ,zi(Ni)} for Zi(j) E {1,2, ... ,M}, (9) 

where z.(j) =f Zi(j') for j =f j' , 1 $ _j,j' :S Ni, and 1 < Ni :S M represents the size of Wi. Each 
agent will then update its vote based on the received information as follows: 

bi(k. + 1) = F (bz;(l),i(k), bz,(2),i(k), .. - , bz,(Ni),i.(k)) , for Zi(j) E W-i and 1 :S j $ Ni, (10) 

where bi,i = bi and F(.) represents a decision-making function. It should be noted that b.i(k+ l) is a 
random variable through its depende·ncy on the reception noise. As part of this research effort. we 
consider different ways of building the decision-making function based on the knowledge available 
on link qualities. Let nM = {0, 1, 2, ... , M} represent a finite set and 

M 

S(k) = L bj(k) E nM. (11) 
j=l 

S(k) is a measuxe of the closeness to consensus at time step k. 
Definition: We say that the network is in an accurate consensus staLe at lhe kth time step if 

and only if the following holds: 

if S(O) ~ f~ l :::;. 'Vi bi(k) = 1, 

if S(O) < fM l :::;. 'r/i bi(k) = 0. 
2 

(12) 

Due to the presence of Gaussian noise, there is no guarantee in reaching or staying in consensus. In 
other words, there is no transition point beyond which consensus is reached permanently. Rather 
than that, we are interested in evalua1ting the probability of reaching and staying in different states 
of the network, asymptotic probabilistic behavior of the system as well as relating these parameters 
to the noise variance, size of the network and network connectivity. 

11 
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3.1 Binary Consensu s over a Fullly-Connected Graph - Case of Unknown Link Quality 
ln order to characterize t he impact of noisy links on binary consensus of a WMD attack , we first 
consider consensus over a fully-connecled network, where lhere is a link, albeit noisy, from every 
"C~A tn ~=ornr" nfhor T\r\~0 ~T\ f"hn nni·,.-.,-,..1, Tl "'A'"',. r,,11 .......... _ ............. ~ ... ~-~-.. . .... ........ !!'!"r:-': - -- - -.- ----:11 u' Q H ... ~L -•• _.._. u-'-' _ ,. "-'.A.j vv~~ &.a.vu.v ~ \.I..U \..o .l...l\;lt \'V\.141\. . VllU.CJ. .&.U..U-\..VJ.l-.Ut:a .... fJ1V1VJ ~~}.1'-'lUU , W~ \Ylll c;~ov~ lUt;! 

following for k ~ 0, 

bi(k + 1) ==Dec (~ t bj,i(k) ) 
J=l 

: : Dec (Si:) + ~ , t . Wj,;(k )) . 
J=l,.r;t~ 

(13) 

where Dec(.) represents a decision function for binary 0-1 detection: Dcc(x) = { ~ ~ ~ :~ 
Let IIn(k ) represent the probability that n E nM of the agents are voting 1 at the kth time step: 

II,l(k) = JProb IS(k) = n]' n E n M) k ~ 0. (14) 

Let Pn,m represent the probability of lhe network going from state n to state m in one time step, 

Pn,m = Prob !S(k + 1) = mjS(k) = nJ, n, mE f!M. (15) 

More specifically, Pn,m will have a binomial distribution as follows, 

Pn,m = ( ~) 1\.~M (1 - K.n,lvf )M - m, (16) 

where K.n ,M represents the probability that any agent votes 1 in the next time step, given a current 
state of n (S(k) = n). This probability is the same for all the agents. Consider the i t h agent. We 
will have: 

[ n J (5 -..!l. ) ""n,M =Prob M + W1(k) > .5 = Q · M , 
. (JM 

(17) 

where Wi(k ) = 1~ EJ"!= 1 WJ,i(k) has a. Gaussian distribution with l!:ero mean and variance of (J~ = 
(M - 1)0'2 , nd 

M2 a 
n(k + 1) = pTrr(k). (18) 

Remark 1. It, caa be easily confirmed, using Gersgorin disk theorem {3}, that the eigenvalues of 
P arc located in tlle following area: U.!o {z E C: iz - Pn,nl :51 - Pn,'Tl} . Let -\o,fc, Al,fc, ... , AM,fc 
represent the eigenvalues of mairix P in a decreasing order: l.A.o,rcl ~ I.A.l,fcl ~ ... ~ 1-\M,fcl· This 
implies tha.t Vn, l>..n,rcl :5 1. 

R emark 2. Assume 0' :f: 0. Then P > 0 (elemerJt-wise) . From stochastic property o[ matrix P , 
we know that one is an eigenvalue. From Remark 1 and applying Perron's theorem {3}, we will 
have, 
a) >..o,rc: = 1 as a simple eigenvalue of P , 
b) i>..n,rcl < 1 for n =I= 0 and 

c) (PTt--. L as k -<~ oo, where L = ZZ~, Z = pTz, Z1eft = PZlcft , and zTzlcft = 1. 

12 
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Lemma 1. Matrix P is centro-symmetric, i.e. the (lvf- n) th row (or column) of matrix P is a 
reverse repeated version of the nt/J row (or column) for n E nM: Pn,m = PM - n,M - m for n , m E nM. 

Proof: See our proof in [5]. 
If a =I= 0, from Remark 2 we know that the net-work reaches a steady state asymptotically. 

J:ourthermore, we will have limk-+oo n (k) = ZZ~ftii(O) where Z and Z1ert arc as defined in Remark 
2. 

R emark 3. Consider ZZl;rtll(O), the asymptotic value of vector II. ll(O) has exactly one clement 
equaJ to one and the rest zero while Z1crt is a vector whose elements are aJI the same. Then, Z~ftll(O) 
loses the information of the iiiitial state. Therefore, the asymptotic value will be independent of 
the initial state. 

Remark 3 shows that, asympto~ically, the information of the initial state will be lost, in the 
presence of any amoWlt of non-zero communication noise. However. t.he system can still reach and 
stay in accurate consensus for a long period of time (wruch could be enough for practical purposes). 
Fig. 2 shows II(k) as a function of time step, k, for M = 4 agents. Initially, 3 out of 4 nodes vote 
one initially. Then the system is in accurate consensus at time step k if all nodes are voting one. 
The solid line shows the probability of having an accurate consensus (I4(k)). It can be seen that 
for a good amount of lime (enough fo:r practical purposes), the system will be in accurate consensus 
with high probability. It should be noted that the link noise is rather high for this example. To 
see t.he impact of link quality, Fig. :~ shows the impact of link quality on binary consensus over 
a fully-connected graph of 4 nodes, where 3 out of 4 vote 1 initially. In general, the smaller the 
communication noise variance is, the lrJ.igher the probability of reaching and maintaining an accurate 
consensus will be, as can be seen from Fig. 3. The second largest eigenvalue V•uc) p lays a key 
role in determining how fast the network is approaching its steady state. The closer the second 
eigenvalue is to the llll.it circle, the slower the rate of convergence, which results in consensus for a 
longer period of time. We v.rill next derive an expression for the second largest eigenvalue of matri.."X 
P. 

I 
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Figure 2. Consensus dynamics over a fully-connected graph case of unknown link quality, M = 4, a = 0.5. 
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Figure 3. Impact. of link quality on binary consensus - case of fully-connected graph with unknown link 
quality, M = 4. 

Lemma 2 . Let P represent a transition probability matrix generated using Kn,M, as indicated by 
Eq. 16. We will have, 

.M._t 
2 M M 2::: (2 - m) (Pn,m - PM- n,-rr.,J = 2(1- 2K11,M)-
m=O 

(19) 

Proof: See our proof in [5]. 
Using a number of other derived lemmas, we can then prove the following theorem regarding 

the second largest eigenvalue: 

Theorem 1. Lei Papprox represent ,gn approximation of matrix P Ullder the linearization of Q 
function around the originaL Let A 1,£c,a.pprox represent tho second largest eigenvalue of Pa.pprox· 

Then we will have, Al,[c,approx = 1 - 2Ko,M = 1 - 2Q ( 2.;M). 
Proof" See our proof in [5]. 

To see how well the approximation of Theorem 1 works, Fig. 4 shows the second largest eigen
value and its approximation as a function of a and for Jvl = 4, M = 7 and M = 16. As can be seen, 
the approximation works well especially for smaller M and larger a. The proposed approximat ion 
can be considerably useful in understanding the behavior of group consensus in terms of probability 
of reaching and staying in consensus. 

3.2 Soft Information processing - Case of Known Link Qua lity 
In this section , we consider the case where each node has the knowledge of its link qualit.ics (variance 
of the noise). We propose novel information processing t.echniques for improving the performance of 
binary consensus, based on this knowledge. Then , we have the following decision-making function 
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Figure 4. Appr<>ximation of the second largest eigenvalue. 

at each node after linearization. 

bi(k + l) = Dec (~ [bi(k)+ .t . (abj,i(k)+.e) ]) 
J=i ,J~~ 

- Dec (~ [bi(k) +a. t bJ(k)l + -y+ (lWi(k) ) , 
J=l,J~i 

where the last term (aWi(k)) is a r.ero-mcan Gaussian noise with the variance of u; , 
1 2 (M - l )a 2cr2 M - 1 

a = ~ , CT8 = •r? , and-y = 
2
M (1 - a). 

We can extend the framework of the previous section and define the following variables: 

Kn,Mil = Prob[bi(k + 1) = l lbi(k) = 1 and S(k) = n] 

=Q - M ' 1 ~ i ~ M , (

01.5 - -y- l+(n- l)~ ) 

CTs 

il:n,MIO = Prob[bi(k + 1) = llbi(k) = 0 and S(k) = n] 

=Q M ,1 ~ i ~ M (
0 .5--y - nt:l<) 

CTs 

and 

Psoft,n,m = Prob[S(k + 1) = mJS(f~) = n] 
t/J~,m 

= .2: f(x, n, il:n,Midf(m - x, M- n, ll:n,Mio) 
u:=W",m 

1/l~,m ( ) (M ) n x n-x - n m - x M -n-m+x = L X Kn,MI1(1-Kn,Mp) X m-x ll:n,MIO(l-Kn,M(O) ' 
x=1/ln,m 
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where 1/Jn,m = max(O, m + n - M), '1/(m = min(n, m) and f(x, n, q) = (~)qx(l- q)n- x is the pdf 
of a binomial dist-ribution with q as t he success probability. The rate of convergence of the binary 
consensus with soft information processing is characteri~ed by calculating the second eigenvalue of 
the transition matrix. 

Lemma 3. ~~;n,M i l = 1-~~;M-n,MIO· 

Proof: see our proof in [11]. 

Lemma 4. Matrix P.50tt is a centrosyzrunetric matrix: Psoft.M- n,M- m = Psoft,fl.,m forO~ n, m ~ M. 

Proof: see our proof in [llJ. 

Theorem 2. Let Psoft,approx represent the transition probability matrix generated under tbe lin
earization of Q funcUon around the original. Let >.f,:.approx represent t.be second largest eigenvalue 
of Psoft,approx· Tben we have, )..~~fc,approx = 1- 21Jo = 1 - 2Q(,.,~~t,~, ). 

Pr·oof: sec our proof in [11]. 
To see how well the approximation of Theorem 2 works, Fig. 5 shows the second largest eigeu

va.luc and its approximation as a function of u and for M = 4, M = 10 and M = 20. As can be 
seen, the approximat-ion works well e:specially for smaller M, larger u, or u close to zero. For com
parison, the second largest eigenvalue was proved to be Al.fc.approx = 1 - 2Q(,.,~.f''Lr_ 1 ) in Theorem 
1 for the case where no channel knowledge was available. 
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Figure 5. Approximation of the second largest. eigenvalue for basic soft case. 
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3.2.1 Soft Information Processing with Learning 

In the t rue structure of soft informa.tion processing, the i th node needs to have the knowledge of 
Prob[b;(k) = 1] for j f- i . Such information is not readily avc~.ilable in the receiver. However, it can 
be <:t-~h~t-ir>~llv P<:tirn .. l<>rl T.<>t -n . . ( t. ) ron...:>c::onf fho ,;th "'"v~!"'<: :"><:~im~Je ~vf P-,v~lu, rLv" .I\PJ - 1 1

1 
,.....a.\..11::.-11 .,..,.._ ..,. .. ....,.,. • ....,.....,.._.J """""'v.a.•.,.......,...,..,. ...... . -'-"v J:'J ,'t\:\, ) 4 V ,t'.I.'-">V&...LU U U V II ~A \.A....., ...,.. ~\!.............._...,.." ,. .... ) ' " -..a. • ....,. 

we will have the following form of de!Cision-malGng: 

bi(k + 1) = Dec (~ [bdk) + ~ Pj,i(k) ] ) M ' ~ ~ ~ -2b;,•<~<>+ t · 
1-:fit P;,-a(k) + (1 - Pi,i(k) ) e 2.,.2 

(24) 

Fig. 6 shows the performance of the proposed soft information processing approaches for a 
network of 4 nodes with 17 = 1. 17 = 1 corresponds to Signal to Noise Ratio of -3dB per link, 
which is extremely low. For comparison, the performance for the case where no channel knowledge 
is available is also plotted. The basic soft information processing (with no learning) can improve 
the performance of reaching consensus over the network. However, its asymptotic behavior is still 
undesirable as the probability of accurate consensus st arts to decrease after a while. It can be seen 
that the proposed soft strategies can increase the probability of accurate consensus considerably. It 
can be seen that by estimating the probability distribution of the votes of other nodes, learning soft 
can improve the performance consid«erably and have a desirable asymptotic behavior (the system 
preserves the memory of the initial staLe) as well as a superior transient behavior. 
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Flf,rure 6. Performance of the proposed soft-information processing approaches for M = 4 and CJ = 1. 

3.3 Impact of Graph Connectivity 

In this part we discuss our result on the impact of graphs that are not fully connected on the 
consensus behavior. More specifically, we extend our framework to derive an expression for the 
second largest eigenvalue assuming a time-invariant connected (undirected) graph. 
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3.3.1 Case of Unknown Link Quality 

If the graph is not fully connected, we will have 

I 1 _ \ 

bi(k + 1) = De•c I ;..,. L bj,i(k) ) 
\ • jEilt, 

= De•c ( ~i ~ bj(k) + ~i . ~ . WJ,i(k)) . 
JE'lli ]EWi,J:/:1 

(25) 

where wi represents the set of those agents that can communicate to the ith one (including itself) 
and Ni represents the size of 'Vi . 

Theorem 3. Let Tapprox represent t.he higher-order dimensional transition probability matrix gen
erated under tbe linearization ofQ futnction around ihe original. Let Ni = N for 1 $ i $ M. Then, 

Q( 1 ) 'b 1 . ·- ' f 2 (N - l )u2 d >'l ,nfc,approx = 1 - 2 2" N 1S t e second argest rugenv(.l..lue o Tapprox , where aN = .,., an 
subscript "nEe" denotes the eigenvalues for the case of not fully-connected graphs. 

Proof: see our proof in [11, 12]. 

3.3.2 Case of Known Link Quality 

The analysis of basic soft-information processing can be extended to not fully-connected graphs as 
follows, 

bi(k +I) = Dec ( ~~i [bi(k) + . ~ . ( abj,i(k ) +,B)] ) 
]Eiii,,];6~ 

- Dec (:~i [bi (k) + 0' . ~ . bj(k)l + 'Yi + aWi(k) ) , 
]EW.,,]:/:t 

(26) 

where Wi(k) = L:Jelfi.,#i w1,i(k) and "Yi = ~·;/ (1 - a). 

Theorem 4. Let Tsoft,approx represei1t ~he higher-order dimensional transition probability matrix 
generated under tbe linearization of Q [unction arou11d the original. Let Ni = N for 1 S i $ M. 
Then, >-.f,{;,c,approx = 1 - 21\:Q,NIO is the second largest eigenvalue of Tsoft,appro.x, where M:o,N!O = 

(!--yi) 2 (N -1~~2a-2 Q ~ for any 1 $ i $ M, where cr8 i = ' . .4 • 

Proof' see our proof in [6]. 

4. Active Data Management 

Executive Summary 

This portion of t he research considered computa~ion and storage in distributed, unreliable sen
sor networks subject to significant, potentially correlated failures induced by WMD stressors. To 
enable such systems, this research focused on lightweight monitoring systems that can drive de
centralized adaptation. Primarily, we considered making optimistic adaptation decisions using 
previously-developed systems for lightweight gossiping of performance data on existing application 
messages [ 13, 14J. As part of this research, we developed a set. of metrics to quantify the suitability 
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of an application to gossip-based monitoring and adaptation, developed a variant of the two-phase 
commit protocol needed for adaptation using gossiped performance data, and studied how effective 
gossip-based performance data was in driving load-balancing decisions in distributed applications. 
In addition, we examined system software extensions to allow lJS to q1.1antify !:he impact of failures, 
including the correlated failures caused by WMD stressors on network processing. Preliminary re
sults from this research demonstrate the ability to cont.rol fault injection in sensor systems both in 
simulation and real hardware, providing a viable testbed for performing basic networking research 
on WMD-.induced correlated failures in sensor systems. 

Personnel 

The following personnel working on this portion of the research: 

• Graduate Students: F. Orlando Arbildo, Ricardo Villalon 

• Undergraduate Students: Bas1ak Gocmeu, UKM; Thomas Jones, Sean Dardis, and Tyler 
flalva, Gonzaga 

• Postdoctoral Fellows: Patrick M- Widener, Wenbin Zhu 

• Faculty: Patrick Bridges (PI) , UNM; Patricia Crowley (Co-PI), Gonzaga University 

Publications 

• Wenbin Zhu, Patrick G. Bridges, and Arthur B. Maccabe, "Lightweight application moni
toring and t·,wling with embedded gossip." IEEE Ttansactions of Parallel a.nd Distributed 
Systems (TPDS); 20(7):1038 -11049, July 2009. 

• F. Orlando Arbildo and Basak Gocmen, "A Compact Testbed for Wireless Sensor Networks", 
UNM Computer Science Student Research Conference Poster Session, 2009. 

Technical Summary 

Quantifying Suitability to Gossip-based Monitoring: Driving adaptation in largo-scale failure-prone 
distributed systems such as battlefield sensor network systems requires appropriate monitoring in
formation. Recent research [14) has shown that such monitoring ca.n be done scalably if performance 
data is gossiped ou existing application messages with the cost of sacrificing the global consistency 
of performance data. ln this portion of the research, we sought to quantify the usefulness of this 
gossip-based approach to various opt-imizations by developing an appropriate set of metrics. 

We developed five different metric.s for evaluating the suitability of a given application to gossip
based distributed monitoring and adaptation techniques. These met.rics include three time-interval 
metrics that measure the largest amount of time it could take to perform a portion of gossip-based 
communication in an application, summarized in figure 7, as well as two others. Specifically, the 
five metrics we have chosen are: 

• Wait time, the amount of t.imc between taking a measurement and the first remote node 
receiving complete monitoring information. 

• Propagation time, the amount of time between the first and the last. remote nodes receiving 
complete monitoring information. 

• Resolution time, the amount of time between taking a measurement a.nd the last remote 
node receiving complete monitoring information (i.e. , the sum of wait time and propagation 
time). 
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Figure 7. Time-interval metrics: wait time, propagation time, and resolution time are defined in terms of 
when the first and last remote nodes rec.eive data measured at Lime t = 0. 

• Effectiveness1 the number of complete measurements that can be done by Embedded Gossip 
during au application's execution. 

• Monitoring overhead, the cost of doing embedded gossiping in an application. 

Figure 8(a) shows the effectiveness results of 9 benchmarks and one application. We can see 
that some benchmarks, BT, OG, LU, SP, SMG, and CCELL, can do more than 500 one-to-all 
notifications during their execution time. Based on this, the types of applications represented by 
each of these benchmarks, all common high-performance application types, appear to be amenable 
to gossip-based monitoring. In contratSt, Embedded Gossip performs poorly for EP and IS because 
of the embarassingly parallel nature of these applications. 

Figure 8(b) shows the timer interval me tries for four benchmarks and one application that all 
have high effectiveness metrics, CG, LU, MG, SMG2000 and ChemCell. Despite having roughly 
similar effectiveness, the breakdown between wait time and propagation time in these applications 
varies dramatically. CG, for exampl•e, spends the majority of their resolution time waiting for a 
measurement to begin to propagate, and then spreads the resulting data quickly throughout the 
application, resulting in a relatively small amount of time during which different process's global 
views are inconsistent. Programs like LU or MG, on the other hand, gradually propagate results 
throughout the application, resulting in relatively longer pTopagation times than wait times. Be
cause of this, gossip-batSed approaches are unlikely to be appropriate for driving global adaptation 
in programs structured like L U or Jt.,fG despite being an effective meatSurement tool in these ap
plications. Programs like SMG2000 .and ChemCell represent a middle ground between these two 
application. wit.h bolh resolution time split. relatively equally between wait and propagation time_ 

Optimistic Adaptation using Gossiped Information: To study the suitability of using gossip
based monitoring to drive adaptation, we examined using gossiping to drive load-balancing deci
sions in a distributed application. In t his system, monitoring is done by having each node track of 
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its own workload and by gossiping the system-v.ide maximum and minimum of these local work
loads. By comparing the gossiped :maximum workload with the local workload using the ratio 
maximum / local , a process can determine if another process is m01·e highly loaded than the local 
process. Similarly, by comparing tbr~ gossiped minimum workload witll the local workload using 
the ratio local I minim~1.m, a process can determine whether this process is more highly loaded 
than other processes. If either of these ratios is high, the process can decide that load imbalance 
exists, and a load balancing action is needed. 

Because of the decentralized nature of Embedded Gossip, however, the workload estimates 
gathered in this system may by inconsistent. For example, one process may have noticed imbalance 
and decided that a load balancing ;action is needed, while others may have seen no imbalance 
at all. If not dealt with properly, localized load checks may return different results at different. 
processes, which can cause deadlock where some processes wait indefinitely for global synchronous 
load balancing action, and others continue with their computation. 

We address this problem by developing a new simplified Vl;I.I'iant of the two-phase commit al
gorithrn [4J termed 3-wr);it and shown in figure 9. The .9-wait algorithm, like the standard 2PC 
protocol, uses a coordinator process and ensures that either all processes commit to perform an 
action or none do. Unlike 2PC, however, 3-wait assumes tllat there are t.hat vote-requests happen 
implicitly through the gossiping of performance information. This prevents applications that do 
110t need to perform any commits (for example, load balancing applica,tions nmning a data set that 
never goes out of balance) from paying tmnecessary vote request and commit costs. 

To investigate the performance of this approach across a range of scenarios, we evaluated con
ducted additional experiments using the imb-please benchmark over a wide range of synthetic load 
balancing parameters. In particular, we compared speedups between the gossip-based and tradi
tional scheduling of load balancing actions. As shown in Figure 10, gossip-based scheduling of load 
balancing can effectively detect and initiate load balancing actions, resulting substantial speedups, 
but t.hc gossip-based system is not as effective as conventional load balancing at this scale. When 
the global communication is frequent (comm scale 1), the gossip-based and conventional approaches 
arc comparable, but the speedup in the gossip-based approach degrades as the frequency of global 
communications decreases. This degradation is due to increased inconsistency in measured load 
imbalance between processes, resulting aborts in the 3-wait algorithm and missed load balancing 
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opportunities. 
Testbeds for Conducting Basic Sensor Network Research: Conducting leading-edge network 

protocol and data transformation research on sensor networks requires an adequate system for 
evaluating results; unfortunately, existing simulation and hardware systems are frequently inade
quate for this purpose. To support our other research on this project, we evaluated a number of 
different sensor network platforms, including simulation systems such as TOSSIM and GloMoSim, 
and have developed a hardware testbed system to usc to conduct additional network protocol re
search on sensor networks. This system provides basic functionality for allocating and programming 
sensors, and we have recently enhanced this system with new system software extensions that let 
us control failures in bot.h simulation-based and hardware-based sensor networks, enhancing and 
enabling fulurc research on network protocols for addressing correlated failures in sensor networks. 
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Appendix A. Algorithm 

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to devise task reallocation policies for multi-server DCSs 
»~·· '--· - """ ~--~ f "(O) w·1· '- "- ' -- ' ' ' .1.~\.f UU.it;::. f\.' 111>-jti CJ.UU \ ij ) ') J, I J = ..l l ~ ~ 1o : "n) 'I; r J 
Ensure: K,, 

Set U, = {j: K~l > 0}, u: = 0 and k = 1 
loop 

while j E U, do 
u. - u. \ {j} 

" £ (-"-!) " L (k ) d • ml = 1ni - L--J.eU · <t - '-'t EU' u an mz = m,,i 

Solve (3) using n:l and m2 to obt,ain K~;> 
u: <- u: U{j} 

end while 
Set Ui = {j : Kfj> > 0}, u; = 0 and k .,_ k + 1 
·r " " (K<k> K<k- 1>) o k h 1 '-'J=l iJ - iJ = or > K t en 

Kii = Kf;> for a ll j E U, and exit 
end if 

end loop 
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